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ACTIVATE AND RECHARGE THE SIM
Follow the instructions provided
with your SIM card to activate. 
If you have a pre-paid SIM, ensure
you have added sufficient credit
onto your account for your plan. 

APPLY THE CORRECT NETWORK APN
For US customers using Red Pocket
Mobile go to Settings-Mobile
Networks-APN on the watch and
select Airvoice Wireless.
For worldwide customers or US
customers not using Red Pocket
Mobile, search online for your
networks Android APN settings and
select, add or edit and press USE.

QUICK START GUIDE

INSTALL YOUR NEW SIM CARD
Shutdown your Angel Watch™ from
the Settings menu. Carefully
remove the screws on the SIM
cover with the screwdriver. Insert
the SIM with the chip facing up
(with the watch is face-up) and with
the cut corner edge going in first.
Push the SIM in all the way.  It will
bounce back to auto-align itself.
Place the SIM cover back on, press
tight to keep closed while screwing
the it back down and reboot.

Please read the User Manual
You'll get the most out of your Angel Watch's™

features and tools by reviewing the User Manual 
If you need help, please visit our Support page

SELECT A GSM NETWORK 
For customers in the USA, we've
partnered with Red Pocket Mobile's
GSMA option for $15/month to
provide you the most affordable,
seamless option with powerful
coverage over the AT&T network.  
Worldwide, you may choose any
GSM network- (in the US doing so
may require some patience!) You
will require a GSM 4G LTE network
using a Nano-SIM with a plan of at
least 1GB data with talk and text.

PAIR YOUR ANGEL WATCH™ 
Download the Angel Watch™ App.
Register a new account taking care
to select your correct region. Allow
all permissions and sign in. Pair the
watch by clicking the [-] symbol to
open the scanner. Scan the QR code
on the paper wristband label or go
to the 'QR Code' app on your watch
and use Reg Code.  Add your child's
name in 'Nickname' and select your
relationship- e.g. I am Mom.

4 VERIFY YOU'RE UP AND RUNNING

Swipe down on the screen of the
watch from the top down to reveal
the status indicator bar.  You should 
see 4G with bars of service.  If there
is a sideways triangle, you have
either not activated the SIM or you
are in an area of no service. If you
see an exclamation [!] mark, the
SIM is either not inserted properly or
it is damaged. Put the SIM of any
other phone into the watch, reboot,
and see if the [!] mark goes away is
replaced with anything else.  If you
see anything other than [!] symbol
the original SIM is damaged. Call
your network for a replacement.

https://www.angelwatchco.com/pages/support

